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The Big Happiness Project
in the UAE and beyond
Amity University’s Hajra Hussain shares her thoughts in Philadelphia
SUC associate professor and Student Services Affairs head Dr
Osama Ali Thawabeh; SUC director for Public Relations Firas Al
Tabbaa; Afghanistan Consul General Abdul Samad; SUC director
and chair of the executive council Nitin Anand; and SUC director
for Marketing and Admissions Rakesh Gaur at the event.

SUC hosts Suhoor
night for affiliates
dubai — A night of feast, lighthearted conversations, and good
laughs has transpired in a Suhoor
(pre-dawn meal) night hosted by
Skyline University College (SUC)
at Al Majlis Madinat Jumeirah,
Dubai, on June 28. Friends, business associates and prominent
guests from the government, corporate and media have graced the
occasion and celebrated with SUC
the holy month of Ramadan.
SUC has been actively taking
part in promoting the teachings
of Ramadan such as self-discipline, self-restraint, peaceful coexistence, spiritual purification
and community service throughout the region which serves as

the purpose of organising such
event.
The Suhoor night was instrumental to pay tribute to the people
from the government and corporates who have been contributive to
SUC’s mission of quality education.
The valuable support that the university receives from different sectors is essential in continuing the
pursuit of academic excellence not
just in the UAE but also in the
neighboring countries.
SUC believes that community
service is a way of showing gratitude to the society and to the
people who have put their faith on
the university’s vision, mission,
and goals.

mAlABAr gold’S winnEr
Hamza Rizwan, on behalf of Aslam Riaz, the raffle draw winner of
‘Win up to 10 kilos of gold’ campaign by Malabar Gold & Diamonds,
receives the prize of 1/4kg of gold from Sharfaz NK, branch head,
and Shaji TG, deputy branch head, Malabar Gold & Diamonds, in the
presence of officials from DED and Malabar Gold & Diamonds. Aslam
Riaz is the third raffle draw winner overall and second in the UAE.

Ieee conference to make its
Mena debut in Dubai in nov
dubai — The prestigious Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) Computer Society
Conference on Local Computer
Networks (LCN), one of the premier international forums on
computer networking, is coming
to Dubai in November.
Over 150 international delegates will attend the event being
hosted by Canadian University
Dubai at The Address, Dubai
Mall, from November 7 to 10.
Despite competitive bids from
universities in Singapore and Germany, the School of Engineering,
Applied Science & Technology at
Canadian University Dubai (CUD)
has succeeded in bringing the
41st edition of the international
conference to Mena region for the
first time.
The annual event promotes exchange of ideas and results on theoretical and practical aspects of networking among researchers, users,
and product developers. This year’s
conference will be co-hosted by
CUD at The Address, Dubai Mall,
from November 7 to 10.
The IEEE Computer Society is
the world’s leading membership
organisation dedicated to computer science and technology.
Serving more than 60,000 members worldwide, the organisation
is the trusted information, networking, and career-development
source for a global community of
technology leaders that includes
researchers, educators, software
engineers, IT professionals, employers, and students.
Having had a long-standing in-

volvement with the LCN conference since 2005, Associate Professor Dr Adel Ben Mnaouer, of
the School of Engineering at CUD,
has successfully earned the backing of the steering committee of
the LCN to bring this flagship
conference to the region. Dr.
Mnaouer also has strong academic and research credentials in the
field of networking, and a portfolio of $3 million in funded research and innovation projects.
General Chair of the conference committee, Dr Salil Kanhere,
said: “This will be the first journey
of IEEE LCN to Asia and the Middle East and North African region.
The 2016 conference has received a record number of submissions from all across the world
and it is expected that the event
will be a huge success with over
150 international delegates expected to attend from academia
and industry.”
Dr Mnaouer, who is General
Co-Chair of the LCN 2016, said,
“With a growing research and innovation agenda, the UAE is wellpositioned to host this group of
eminent scientists from across the
globe, to share their research, network and to set the agenda for
future technological development.”

Certificate of appreciation for
western Hotel Madinat-Zayed
dubai — A ‘medical open day’
was recently held as part of the
first awareness campaign at Zayed
Higher Organisation for rehabilitation treatment amongst various
ages in the community at Madinat
Zayed in Abu Dhabi’s Western

Region. Western Hotel-Madinat
Zayed was awarded a ‘certificate
of appreciation’ as the hotel had
the opportunity to host the group
of specialist doctors of Zayed
Higher Organisation on the medical open day.

dubai — Following the unprecedented runaway success of the ‘Big
Happiness Project’ earlier this year,
the director of counselling at Amity
University Dubai, Hajra Hussain,
was invited to share her thoughts
on Positive Psychology at the International Conference on Positive
Psychology and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, held earlier this
month in Philadelphia, USA.
Sharing the platform with renowned psychologists such as Dr
Edward Hoffman, author of The
Right to be Human; Dr John Matthews of Harvard Medical School
and Dr David Baron, Professor of
Psychiatry and researcher working
with NFL. In her talk titled ‘The Empowerment of Attitudes towards
Positive Psychology in the UAE’, Ms
Hussain spoke of the governments’
efforts to successfully elevate the
‘happiness’ factor in each emirate
through the establishment of the
Ministry of Happiness, in addition to
branding 2016 as the ‘Year of Happiness’. With the breakdown of the
age-old stigma associated with men-

Hajra Hussain spoke of the UAE government’s efforts to successfully elevate the ‘happiness’ factor in
each emirate through the establishment of the Ministry of Happiness.
tal health, she also discussed the
window of opportunities that have
arisen, in addition to the counselling
workshops she has been orchestrating at Amity University Dubai.
“The platform was a great opportunity to leverage the hard work
and success prevalent across the
UAE, towards changing the psy-

chological mindset of its citizens.
The Big Happiness project, a seven-week programme designed to
increase levels of happiness by applying core principles of positive
psychology, was strategically
aligned with the governments’ vision to nurture happiness within
the region; its openness and en-

CUD student team triumphs at Dubai
Chamber ‘smartpreneur’ competition
dubai — A team of students from
Canadian University Dubai (CUD)
has secured Dh50,000 investment
in their social enterprise, as the
runners-up position in the inaugural Dubai Chamber Smartpreneur
Competition.
One of only two student groups in
the entire competition, the team was
initially shortlisted in the top 45 entries, and then selected among ten
finalists to pitch their business idea
to a high profile panel of judges.
With their innovation ‘Efhamni’
— a new mobile app to teach Emirati
sign language — the students stood
out among 350 original business
ideas to be awarded second place in
the prestigious enterprise competition, which attracted entries from
novice and long-established entrepreneurs across the UAE.
The technology was originally
created as part of the region-wide
‘Ripples of Happiness’ university
challenge, in which the team won
the runner-up place and a $7,000
award to scale the project.
The idea behind Efhamni — Arabic
for ‘understand me’ — is to help unite
the deaf and non-deaf communities of
the UAE by teaching users the fundamentals of Emirati sign-language. It
also seeks to support Emiratisation

A team of students from Canadian University Dubai has secured
Dh50,000 investment for their social enterprise.
among hearing impaired citizens,
helping them to access better education and employment opportunities by
teaching them, their family, friends
and colleagues, how to communicate
effectively.
The app epitomised the objectives
of the inaugural Dubai Chamber
Smartpreneur Competition, which
sought to bring forward technologydriven innovations that help to create
a smart society, through the dimen-

sions of economy, living, mobility,
governance, environment, people
and infrastructure.
Speaking about their latest success,
team member Craig Muyambo said:
“It was amazing to be shortlisted in
this competition among so many outstanding business ideas. Winning an
award will give us further motivation
to continue with the development of
Efhamni and to make a difference to
the hearing-impaired community.”

Joyalukkas continues global expansion,
opens 2nd showroom in kuala Lumpur
kuala lumpur — Only halfway
through 2016 and the world’s favourite jeweller has already racked
up more achievements most companies can only aspire to throughout their years in operation.
Fresh from winning prestigious
industry awards and ending two
very successful campaigns, Joyalukkas adds the inauguration of a
second showroom in Kuala Lumpur, their sixth for the year, to its
roster of accomplishments 2016.
Joyalukkas’s first foray into Ma-

laysia was in 2014, with the opening of the biggest jewellery showroom in the country at the heart
of Kuala Lumpur at Jalan Masjid
India.
“When we first arrived in Malaysia, the response from the public
was simply overwhelming. We set
out to offer the best jewellery shopping experience to the residents
and they have rewarded us over
and over again with their eager patronage,” said Joy Alukkas, chairman and MD, Joyalukkas Group.

“We are very grateful to the wonderful people of Malaysia and look
forward to delivering more choices,
better value and an even higher
standard of customer service at our
second showroom.”
Joyalukkas opens at the Lulu
Hypermarket and Department
Store in Kuala Lumpur on June
25, in time for the Mega Winnings campaign, where customers get the chance to win four diamond necklaces and up to 2kg
gold till August 14.

couragement has allowed individuals to express themselves both confidently and comfortably,” opined
Ms Hussain, as she optimistically
looks towards the future.
This comes at a time when Amity
University Dubai launches its Psychology Programme starting from
September 2016.

Four Seasons
Abu Dhabi
offers vibrant
summer fun
abu dhabi — Four Seasons Abu
Dhabi Al Maryah Island has become the capital’s most soughtafter address for luxury and understated elegance.
As the summer months’ approach, the light, bright waterfront
location reveals a summer season
not to be missed, coolly welcoming a variety of activities and entertainment, as well as a collaboration with Abu Dhabi Tourism
and Culture Authority and the official Summer Season.
Families travelling from overseas can enjoy the new properties
convenient location, only 30 minutes from Abu Dhabi International
Airport. Al Maryah Island presents
a vibrant urban community featuring upscale shopping and dining destination, The Galleria mall,
accessible by the islands network
of climate-controlled, retail lined
passageways, ideal to keep cool
through the summer months. Four
Seasons concierge team can assist
guests by curating bespoke, worldclass shopping experiences during
their stay, whether holiday making or taking a local staycation.
Fun and laughter awaits little
ones with an array of activities
and surprises hosted by the renowned Kid’s For All Season’s
programme. Mini aprons and
chef hats at the ready! A Summer
Season event highlight, ‘Kid’s
Kitchen’ invites children to
Crust, the Four Seasons Abu
Dhabi market-inspired neighbourhood restaurant to embark
on cooking classes. Children can
freshly bake warm breads, pastries and pizzas to treat their
families in the relaxing, casual
spot overlooking the water.
Kid’s For All Seasons can arrange babysitting services for children, while parents take a moment
to can relax and indulge in Dahlia
Spa. Calm, luxurious and radiant
with light the spa celebrates water
with abundant fountains, views of
the sparkling Arabian Gulf and
easy access to the pool.

Manipal University hosts 3rd Big Idea Awards 2016
dubai — It was an evening of emotion and entertainment for the high
achievers of Grade 12 from the
CBSE Board across the Middle East
as they were awarded for their exceptional performance in the recently declared Grade 12 results at
the third Big Idea Middle East Education Awards 2016 held at Manipal University Auditorium, Dubai.
Third Big Idea Middle East Education Awards 2016, held on June
3, was a celebration of success of
Grade 12 students from Indian
Board across Middle East who
passed out this year.
The initiative was a celebration
of success and the students were
nominated by their respective
schools under the following categories: Overall Toppers, Stream Toppers, School Toppers and 100 per
cent Marks in a Subject.
For the first time ever, over 900
high achievers from CBSE Board
across Middle East were honoured
under one roof. This was coupled

High achievers of Grade 12 from the CBSE Board across the Middle
East were honoured by Manipal University, Dubai.
with another record breaking feat
where 24 students with 100 per cent
marks in a subject were felicitated.
While the Best School Award
was bagged by Abu Dhabi Indian
School, Our Own English High
School, Sharjah (Girls) were the
first runner-up followed by Indian
School, Al Ghubra, Muscat who

were the second runner-up. The
Award was given on the basis of
school having maximum nominees
in the Top 100.
Speaking at the occasion, the chief
guest, Dr S.V. Kota Reddy, Academic
President at Manipal University,
Dubai, said: “Manipal University,
Dubai, takes pride in felicitating

those students who have excelled in
the Class 12 Board exams. We have
always been on the forefront in recognising talent and academic brilliance and we are delighted to extend
scholarships to the winners.
Shradheya Thakre from Bhavan’s Kuwait, won the Overall Topper Award followed by Harsh Goel
from Delhi Private School, Dubai
who was the first runner-up. For
the second runner-up position
there was a tie between Rushali
Grandhe from Abu Dhabi Indian
School and Duvvuri Rohini Pratyusha from Bhavan’s Kuwait.
“The students have toiled hard
for their success. This platform
was an opportunity to acknowledge the excellence and achievement in academics of these students across Middle East and wish
them the very best as they step
into their College Life,” said Reena Banerjee, founder and idea director of Big Idea who had conceived this initiative.

